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ABSTRACT

The technological advances in recent years are allow
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to provide Quality of Se
vice (QoS) assurance for traffic through their domains. Th
article develops a spot pricing framework for intra-doma
expected bandwidth contract with a loss based QoS gua
tee. The framework accounts for both the cost and the ri
associated with QoS delivery. A nonlinear pricing schem
is used in pricing for cost recovery; a utility based option
pricing approach is developed for risk related pricing. Th
application of options pricing in internet services provides
mechanism for fair risk sharing between the provider and
customer, and may be extended to price other uncertain
in QoS guarantees.

1 INTRODUCTION

The internet today mostly provides abest-effortservice, i.e.,
it tries its best to push the data through from a source to
destination. In doing so it does not give any guarantees to
customers regarding the data actually reaching its desti
tions. Significant improvements in the network technolog
over the past few years are enabling the Internet Serv
Providers (ISPs) to incorporate better assurances onQuality
of Service (QoS)for the traffic within their network domains.
Mechanisms can then be developed so that the provid
leverage on their network resources and improve utilizati
by pricing bandwidth appropriately and provide custome
with assured services for theirinter-domaintraffic.

This article develops a spot pricing framework forintra-
domainassured bandwidth service, specifically for expect
bandwidth with a loss rate guarantee. The framework la
the foundation for pricinginter-domainguaranteed band-
width for enterprise customers. A dynamic pricing schem
is employed, in which prices are generated that respo
to customer demand characteristics and the current stat
-
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the network. In addition, a utility based options pricing
is applied to evaluate the risks associated with the lo
based QoS delivered to the customer. Deviations from t
promised service is possible because the QoS experien
by each individual customer is affected by usage of ne
work resources by other customers, over which the provid
does not have complete control. An attractive feature
the framework is that it is implementable on the differenti
ated services architecture (diff-serv) and can be overlayed
on schemes which are capable of providing intra-doma
assured services, such as, Distributed Dynamic Capac
Contracting (Yuksel and Kalyanaraman 2002).

The article proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides
brief review of state-of-the-art for bandwidth pricing and
relevant work in options pricing, as well as the advance
ments for supporting QoS towards the realization of assur
bandwidth provision. In section 3 we describe the mode
for spot pricing in detail, followed by a discussion of pricing
related network modeling in section4. Finally, discussion
of the results and prospects for future research are given
section 5.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW AND BACKGROUND

2.1 Bandwidth Pricing

Internet pricing is a growing area of research. Until re
cently,static pricing, i.e., flat rate or time-of-the-day pricing
schemes (Odlyzko 2000), has presided among provide
Despite their ease of implementation, these schemes do
react to the current state of the network, and therefore a
not effective mechanisms for leveraging network resource
On the other hand,dynamic pricingschemes such asSmart
Market (MacKie-Mason, Varian 1995),Proportional Fair
Pricing Schemes(Kelly et al. 1998),Priority Pricing (Gupta
et al.1997) takes the state of the network into account. Ho
ever, these pricing strategies receive skepticism about
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practicality of their implementation due to their fine time
granularity. There have also been propositions for dynam
pricing schemes on larger time scales (Gupta et al. 200
Recently, an implementablePricing Over Congestion Con-
trol (POCC) (Yuksel et al. 2002) for diff-serv architecture
has been proposed which can be overlaid on the cong
tion control framework proposed by Harrison, et al. (200
and provides a range of fairness in rate allocation by usi
pricing as a tool.

A closely related research in the past years has been
der way in pricing for telecom bandwidth contracts. Thes
contracts are usually longer term contracts than those d
cussed in the internet pricing literature, ranging in mon
durations. For end-to-end bandwidth pricing, the role
geographical arbitrage is investigated using different a
proaches, which include the application of compound opti
techniques (Cheliotis 2001; Keppo et al. 2002; Upto
2002).

Real options or contingent claim analysis (CCA) is use
to address an increasing variety of problems in financ
In our work, real options concepts help to capture th
stochastic nature of QoS guarantees, as often observe
the internet technologies. A great deal of theoretical wo
and practical application for real options analysis is foun
in valuation and decision making in various areas. Som
examples, though far from exhaustive, are natural resour
(Paddock, Siegel and Smith 1988), investment analysis a
firm behavior (Dixit 1989; Pindyck 1991), R&D (Pennings
and Lint 1997), manufacturing (Bengtsson 2001; Kamra
1995), real estate and leasing (Paddock 1988; Grenad
1995; Trigeorgis 1996). (See Lander et al. (1998) for
comprehensive review of real option valuation and the
applications.) Real options have recently been used in
pricing for optional calling plan contracts in the telephon
industry by valuing the uncertainty in accumulated call usa
(Choi, Kim and Kim 2002).

In real options framework, since the underlying as
sets usually lack liquidity, the prices are often assum
to be exogenously driven by some associated liquid ass
such as, output from a potential investment (Pindyck 199
or products from a manufacturing facility (Kamrad 1995
Competitive equilibrium arguments are used to establi
the value of the underlying assets (Grenadier 1995), wh
would require an implied assumption of the existence
competitive markets for the underlying assets. Anoth
alternative is based on utility maximization assuming ce
tain forms of utility functions. For example, Henderson an
Hobson (2002) derive the values of options with a non-trad
underlying asset added to the classical Merton’s investm
model (Merton 1969) for a power utility function.
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2.2 Technology to Support QoS

In contrast with a leased line or a circuit-switching setting
traffic is not perfectly isolated in packet-switching due to
the nature of scheduling mechanisms employed (Firoiu e
al. 2002; Stoica et al. 1999; Zhang et al. 2000). Clos
monitoring and traffic engineering mechanisms are set i
place to effect the QoS delivery in the internet.

QoS deployment in multi-domain, IP-based inter-
networks has been an elusive goal partly due to comple
deployment issues (Huston 2000). Therefore, from an a
chitectural standpoint, contemporary QoS research has re
ognized the need tosimplifyandde-couplebuilding blocks
to promote implementation and inter-network deploymen
The int-serv and RTP work (Schulzrinne et al. 1997; Brade
et al. 1994) de-coupled end-to-end support from networ
support for QoS. RSVP de-coupled inter-networks signalin
from routing. MPLS (Rosen et al. 2001) de-coupled for-
warding mechanisms from the routing control plane, leadin
to traffic engineering capabilities (Awduche et al. 2002)
The diff-serv services (Blake et al. 1998; Clark and Fen
1998) and core-stateless fair queuing (CSFQ) (Shenker
al. 1997) further simplified core architecture and moved
data plane complexity to the “edges”, and allowed a rang
of control plane options (Awduche et al. 2002; Durham
et al. 2000). Therefore, concepts are being developed
address the challenge of provisioning QoS assurances
various levels – management of packets, configuration o
inter-networks, and service delivery modes to custome
(Giordano et al. 2003; Cortese et al. 2003; Engle et a
2003; Mykoniati et al. 2003). Pilot studies are in progres
that test these concepts (Roth et al. 2003). There has a
been substantial empirical work in internet traffic monitor-
ing and characterization and network performance analys
(Paxon 1999; Yajnik et al. 1999; SLAC; CAIDA; NLANR).

3 SPOT PRICING FRAMEWORK

Network performance can be defined in terms of a combina
tion of its bandwidth, delay, delay-jitter and loss properties
Based on these performance measures, QoS guarantees
be stated in deterministic or probabilistic terms.

In this article, we will focus on pricing for an expected
level of bandwidth with loss rate guarantees. Provision o
QoS guaranteed contract is made at an access (edge)
exchange point. Such models implemented at the acce
and/or exchange points of different domains will allow the
creation of inter-domain service assurance to the custome
Figure 1 shows the basic intra-domain bandwidth pricing
setup.

Our spot pricing scheme consists of two major compo
nents. A nonlinear pricing scheme is employed to captur
the cost factors in providing the expected bandwidth require
ments within the contracted QoS. In order for a provide
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Figure 1: Basic Pricing Setup Implemented at
an Access Point

to provide stronger QoS guarantees, he has to bear e
infrastructural cost for network monitoring, routers, mor
intelligent scheduling algorithms, etc., in addition to th
cost of laying and lighting fiber. However, even with th
necessary infrastructure in place, internet QoS can only
guaranteed in stochastic terms for the reasons descri
earlier (section 2.2). Therefore, an option-based approa
is introduced to price the risk of deviations in the Qo
experienced by the customers, specifically in terms of da
losses.

3.1 Pricing to Recover Cost

Our first objective in pricing is cost recovery. We adopt
nonlinear pricing approach to this end. The termnonlinear
pricing refers to a pricing scheme where the tariff is not pro
portional to the quantity purchased and the marginal pric
for successive purchases decreases (Wilson 1993). Unlik
linear or uniform pricing scheme, in nonlinear pricing price
are chosen according to the inverse of the price elasticit
for the incremental quantity purchased, and therefore a
decreasing along the customer’s demand for a typical d
mand function. Prices are also set above the marginal co
in order to recover the provider’s full operating and cap
tal expenses. Considerations of cost, competitive pressu
and profits constitute the major motivations for favoring
nonlinear pricing scheme. Nonlinear pricing is particular
relevant in industries where large fixed cost is involved,
by favorable pricing a provider can attract customers wi
large demand and thus improve utilization of its capaci
and sufficiently recover the fixed cost.

As a well known example of nonlinear pricing mode
Ramsey pricing, has been widely popular in the telecommu
nication and power sectors (Wilson 1993; Dolan and Sim
1997). It produces an efficient tariff design in situation
where due to either regulation or competition, revenue su
cient to only recover the provider’s total costs are achievab
In particular, the price schedule obtained from Ramsey pr
ing maximizes a commonly used measure for the aggrega
ra
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customers’ benefits, i.e., the totalcustomer surplus, given
by

CS(q) =
∞∫

p(q)

N(p, q)dp, (1)

wherep(q) is the marginal price for theqth unit purchased,
and N(p, q) is thedemand profileof a population, defined
as the number or fraction of customer base that will buy a
leastq units at the marginal pricep(q). The optimal price
schedulep(q) is then given by the followingRamsey rule
(Wilson 1993):

p(q) − c(q)

p(q)
= α

η(p(q), q)
, (2)

where c(q) is the marginal cost for theqth unit, and
η(p(q), q) is the elasticity of the demand profile. The
Ramsey numberα is the fraction of the monopoly profit
margin common to all units of customers’ purchases that i
needed for cost recovery, and is an indicator of the monopo
power of the provider.

In our earlier work (Gupta et al. 2002), Ramsey pricing
was applied to price expected bandwidthcontracts. Differen
characteristics of demand profiles and competitive natur
of the provider were considered, and prices were analyze
for different scenarios.

3.2 Pricing the Risk

Provision of loss based QoS guaranteed service is intrin
sically risky due to the uncertainties caused by competin
traffic in the internet. The final outcome of a service deliv-
ered to the customer may turn out to be in favor of or agains
the provider, i.e., the provider may or may not deliver the
loss based QoS as promised. Consider a simple examp
of a service contract where the loss guarantee is defined a
“The total data loss over the contract duration of 1 hou
starting from 9: 00 a.m., June 13, 2003 does not exceed
10 MB.” We say that the future outcome is in favor of the
provider if at the end of the contract less than 10 MB of the
customer’s data is lost, and that it is against the provide
otherwise.

Options pricing techniques appear as a natural tool fo
evaluating the risky nature of the service, as the value o
the service is contingent on future outcomes. Pricing th
risk appropriately will let the risks be fairly borne by the
provider and the customer. In the above example, the servic
may be viewed as a simple “knock-out” typebarrier option
on the total data loss with an upper barrier of 10 MB. A
knock-out barrier optionis an option that only pays off
when the prescribed barrier isnot reached by an underlying
uncertainty; the option becomes worthless if the underlying
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uncertainty reachesthebarrier. Theoption ispricedbyahe
ing portfolio argument, where the price is equal to the expe
tation of the payoff under a transformed risk neutral measu

The underlying risks in our pricing framework are un
hedgeable; therefore, utility based techniques for optio
pricing in incomplete markets need to be employed.
particular, we consider pricing from the provider’s perspe
tive using the concept ofstate price density(SPD), and
evaluate the monetary “reward” for the favorable risks
the provider, which then becomes the second componen
the price of the contract.

For pricing the risks in the loss processes, we constru
a state price density to describe a representative provid
preferences for the future outcomes for losses. The st
price density translates into a risk neutral measure,Q; if
Yt is thepayoff from the loss process at timet , the options
price of the loss process is given by

V = EQ[
∫ T

0
Yt dt]. (3)

Yt may take different forms depending on how thepayoff
is defined.

Following similar arguments, in scenarios when th
provider does not deliver the loss based QoS as promis
a “penalty” oriented pricing may be developed from th
customer’s perspective. However, penalty oriented prici
would require inclusion of the customer’s preferences,
well as negotiation power of the two parties.

4 MODEL DEFINITION AND ASSUMPTIONS

In this section we describe our spot pricing model for th
intra-domainassured bandwidth contracts. We are interes
in how the price for a contracted service for an individu
customer is determined, which is driven by the interactio
of traffic from the customer and the background traffic i
the network from all other sources. We model the aggreg
of the background traffic as a single process and define it
theAggregate. An aggregate approach is used instead of t
alternative of source based model due to issues regard
scalability and computational cost (Paxon et al. 2001). F
pricing purpose the network is abstracted by a single lin
with a certain capacity.

A customer purchases bandwidth contracts of a fix
durationT for simple and immediate file transfer applica
tions. Upon arrival the customer announces its volume a
loss rate requirements to the provider. TheAsked Capac-
ity is then obtained by dividing the expected total volum
requested by the contract durationT . The customer is ad-
mitted into the network only when theAsked Capacity(in
Kbps) is lower than theAvailable Capacityof the network
at the time of arrival. When the customer is accepted, a co
tract for bandwidth with required service levels is create
the customer is assigned the Asked Capacity and after ti
-
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s
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d
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T the customer releases the capacity and leaves the syst
The Available Capacityis updated with every entry and
exit of customers. A price schedulep(q) for the expected
bandwidth is generated using the Ramsey pricing mod
described in section 3.1 based on the demanded capac
q. q is a scaled measure in the range[0, 1] and is defined
as the ratio of theAsked Capacityto the currentAvailable
Capacity. The first component of the price of the contrac
P(q), is computed by integrating over the marginal price

4.1 Modelling the Loss Process

In our framework, options pricing technique is employed t
price the risk related with losses of the customer’s data. Th
is the second component of the price of the contract. Th
losses are essentially determined by the customer’s traf
and its interaction with theAggregate. We next describe
our model for this interaction.

4.1.1 The Individual Traffic It

Traffic from the customer is modelled on a flow basis, de
scribed by its arrival rate and transfer parameters, includin
file sizes and transfer times. Literature on data analys
of internet traffic describes flow arrivals to follow a time
dependent Poisson process, and file sizes and transfer tim
to be best represented by heavy-tailed distributions (Pax
1995; Paxon et al. 2001; Crovella and Bestavros 1997). W
model the arrivals of files from the customer by a Poisso
process at a rate ofλ = 5/min averaged over a day. Ar-
rivals are time dependent; based on historical data (NLAN
2002), we assume that 70% of the arrivals happen betwe
7 a.m. and 5 p.m., 20% between 5 p.m. and 11 p.m. a
the rest 10% happen between 11 p.m. and 7 a.m. Par
distribution with probability density function of the form

P(x) = aba

xa+1 ,

are used to model the heavy-tailed distributions of files siz
and transfer times, following the internet traffic data analys
literature (Paxon et al. 2001; SLAC; CAIDA; NLANR).
The parameters for file size distribution area = 1.05, b =
1.2K b. For the transfer time distribution,a = 1.2, and the
scale parameterb is dependent on the size of file being
transferred; for file sizes smaller than 2.3 KB, between
2.3 KB and 20 KB, and larger than 20 KB,b takes the
value of 0.01, 0.4 and 0.95 second, respectively. These
parameters are kept fixed across customers for simplicit

Combining the file arrival rates, file sizes and transfe
times, an arrival curve and a service curve for the custom
can be obtained (Figure 2a). At a given timet , we define
data in-transit, It , as the difference between the arrival curv
and the service curve.It is the amount of the customer’s
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data in the network, i.e., the data susceptible to loss, at t
t (Figure 2b).

4.1.2 The AggregateAt

The Aggregatedepicts the current state of the networ
The modelling of the aggregate is intended to capture
significant characteristics of the aggregated internet tra
diurnal pattern and self-similarity (Paxon et al. 2001;
SLAC).

A clear diurnal pattern is observed in the internet traffi
which is believed to relate to human activities starting to r
around 8–9 a.m., peaking around 3–4 p.m. and declin
around 5 p.m. when a business day ends. In addit
a relatively moderate peak is often observed at weeke
than during weekdays. We use a sinusoidal curve w
a period of 24 hours and an appropriate phase to mo
this diurnal pattern. The amplitude and the average of
sinusoidal curve for weekdays are chosen to be 5 GB
5 GB, 3.5 GB and 4.25 GB for weekends, respectively.

Self-similarity in network traffic has been extensive
discussed in the network literature (Paxon et al. 20
Crovella and Bestavros 1997; Paxon 1995) for its signific
influence on network performance and the consequent im
cations on network modelling and implementation. A cla
of so-calledfractional processes, including for example,
general fractional ARIMA (FARIMA) models, fractiona
Brownian motion, or fractional Gaussian noise (FGN), h
been widely used to generate self-similar traffic in netwo
simulation. We use the FGN in our model due to its si
plicity of implementation among this class of self-simil
processes. The FGN is usually generated based on its p
spectrum given by

f (λ; H ) = A(λ; H )[|λ|−2H−1 + B(λ; H )], (4)

for 0 < H < 1 and−π ≤ λ ≤ π , where

A(λ; H ) = 2sin(π H )0(2H + 1)(1 − cosλ), (5)

B(λ; H ) =
∞∑

k=1

[(2πk + λ)−2H−1 + (2πk − λ)−2H−1],

where H is the Hurst parameterwhich describes the de
gree of self-similarity of the process, and 0.5 < H < 1
(Ledesma and Liu 2000). We use a linear approximat
approach in generating the FGN introduced by Ledesma
Liu (2000), which according to them generates FGN w
comparable accuracy as Paxon’s method (Paxon 1995a)
at significantly less computational expense.

Therefore, at any given timet , we define the aggre
gate processAt as a sinusoidal function imposed with a
appropriately scaled FGN process, i.e.,

At = Rsin(2π f t + θ) + At + Zt , (6)
e
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Figure 2: Customer Data Flow over Contract Duration
a. Arrival Curve; b. Data in TransitIt

where R, f , θ and the average level of the aggregateAt ,
At (Figure 3) are described above, andZt is the scaled
FGN process. Different values of the Hurst parameterH
of the FGN was simulated in the range of 0.7 − 0.95 and
the result shown here hasH = 0.8.

4.1.3 The Loss ProcessLt

Data in-transit along with the state of the network a
indicators of data loss. GivenIt and At as described
above, the loss process is then modelled as a 2-state Mar
process with 1 representing a state where losses happen
0 representing a loss free state, the transition probabilit
depending onIt andAt . It is assumed that when the networ
is in a highly congested state, as indicated by a high value
At , and if there is sufficient amount of the customer’s data
the network, losses will happen with certainty. On the oth
hand, when the network is extremely under utilized, the
will be zero data loss. Between these two extremes los
happen with some nonzero probability. It is understood th
although errors in data transmission and network failur
may cause losses, losses of this nature are not accou
for in the contract (SLAC).

Two thresholdTU andT L levels for the total amount
of data in the network, i.e.,It + At , as well as an upper
thresholdTU

It
for It are set. Therefore, the transition matri

Pi j , (i , j = 0, 1) is given by

Pi j =




[
1 0

1 0

]
, if At + It ≤ T L ;

[
p00 p01

p10 p11

]
, if T L < At + It ≤ TU ;

[
0 1

0 1

]
,

if At + It > TU

and It ≥ TU
It

,

(7)

and 0< pi j < 1 for all i , j . In our simulation,p01 = 0.5%
and p11 = 0.8%, respectively. The threshold valuesT H

andTU are set as 1.2 and 0.5 times the peak value of the
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Figure 3: At : a. 24 Hours; b. 1 Hour (2 pm-3 pm)

aggregate process given by the sinusoidal function ofAt

(Eqn. 6). It should be noted that the parameters used in o
simulation are only representative values; other time varian
choices can be easily accommodated in the framework. F
simplicity, it is further assumed that whenLt is in a loss
state, the customer’s data in transit,It , is lost, i.e.,Lt = It

whenLt is in state 1. A realization of theLt process in a 24
hour period is given in Figure 4.Lt shows high burstiness,
with the maximum size of loss much larger than the averag
loss. As expected, losses happen more frequent whenAt is
high; a comparison ofLt and the correspondingIt indicates
a positive correlation betweenLt and large values ofIt .

4.2 Pricing for Loss Guaranteed Service

In this section we apply the options based approach de
scribed in section 3.2 to price a demonstrative contract for
deterministically defined loss-rate guarantee. The contra
mandates that the maximum loss rates monitored at minu
intervals are less than 0.5% over the contract duration o
1 hour. This requires monitoring and testing at minute
intervals. Since our system evolves at second interval
aggregation per minute is required. This implies that th
pricing will have a flavor of a combination of an Asian and
a knock-out barrier option.

The per minute loss rate for thet th minute from the
start of the contract,l t , is obtained by

l t =
∑60

i=1 Lt,i∑60
i=1 It,i

, (8)

where It and Lt were defined in the previous section. Let
Su be the upper barrier forl t (Su = 0.5%), andN is the
total number of minutes within the contract durationT .
Given l t , the payoff of the service may be defined as

Yt = I(0,1)(l t )|l t − Su|, (9)

where I(0,1)(·) is an indicator function defined as

I(0,1)(l t ) =
{

1, if l t < Su;
0, otherwise,

(10)
r

t

Figure 4: 24 Hour Variation ofLt

for t = 0, 1, . . . , N. Following Eqn.4 the price of the
contract is given as

V = EQ[
N∑
0

(I(0,1)(l t )|l t − Su|)], (11)

where Q is the risk neutral measure resulting from the
provider’s state price density. The state price density (SPD
is described next.

4.2.1 Definition of the Provider’s SPD

A state price, ps, is defined in financial terms as the price
of one dollar to be obtained if states occurs in the future.
The normalized state price constructed by

Qs = ps∑
s ps

, (12)

is often referred to as the state price density (SPD). Th
SPD is a basic economic construct for a (representative
economic agent, and is used to describe the agent’s subjecti
preferences for future outcomes. The basic construct of a
SPD is used for pricing of assets governed by the selecte
sources of uncertainty. The pricing equation can be viewe
as an expectation under a transformed measure defined
the SPD, termed as a risk neutral measure.

For our pricing purposes, we construct a representativ
provider’s SPD based on the outcomes of the loss proces
Lt . The loss process is taken to be the special rudimentar
source of uncertainty, which the provider would be held
responsible for. The SPD also plays the role of transforming
the risks in the loss process into appropriate dollar values

Without defining a specific form for the provider’s utility
function with regards toLt , we infer the general properties
of the SPD function based on the following observations.

1. The payoff, Yt , to the provider can only be a
decreasing function ofLt ;

2. The provider would expect that there is no loss at
all during most of the contract duration, and that
losses would more likely happen within a small
to moderate range, although there is a non-zero
probability of extremely large losses to occur.
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Table 1: Comparison of Price Variation Dur-
ing a Day

Time S1 S2 S3 S4
12 a.m. 1.488 1.500 1.490 1.465
3 a.m. 1.490 1.500 1.495 1.485
6 a.m. 1.485 1.500 1.495 1.485
9 a.m. 1.437 1.470 1.455 1.460

12 p.m. 1.425 1.443 1.431 1.416
3 p.m. 1.444 1.433 1.420 1.395
6 p.m. 1.464 1.458 1.450 1.427
9 p.m. 1.471 1.500 1.475 1.460

An exponentially decaying SPD, with the mean ofθ (θ =
0.2), to make the SPD decay fast, would reward the low lo
levels. The SPD may also take alternative forms besi
being a strictly decreasing function ofLt . For example,
the provider may consider it fit to be rewarded as lo
as Lt is below a certain threshold level. In this case, t
SPD may peak at a positiveLt value before it starts to
decay for moderately large values of losses. In practi
the SPD has to be estimated from the provider’s, or
aggregate of providers’, response to different scenarios
losses occurring.

4.3 Simulation Results and Discussion

We simulated the options based pricing for the above cont
at different times of a day. A sample size of 20 is us
for computing the expectations. A comparison of prices
different simulation scenarios is given in Table 1.

The following observations were obtained from th
simulation results:

1. Due to the fast decay of the SPD, the price is do
inated by zero to small losses, which is expect
to occur more often when there is less traffic in th
network. As a result, the price vary in a patte
reverse to that ofAt , with a low around 3 p.m.
and peak around 3 a.m. [S1: baseline scena
with the original simulation parameters]. Sim
lar explanation applies to the effects of increasi
the thresholds,T L and TU , which may corre-
spond to a network upgrade [S2:TU = 6.25GB,
T L = 3.75GB].

2. Lowering the loss threshold forIt , TU
It

, strengthens
the price variation, without changing its gener
pattern [S3:TU

It
= 99th percentile ofIt ].

3. A largerθ of the SPD smoothes the price variatio
as it gives lower weight to small losses [S4:θ of
the SPD = 1]. Except for the price at 9 a.m.,
generates lower prices than in the baseline scena

We developed the options based pricing for a simp
deterministic loss guaranteed contract. However, the pric
approach can be enhanced to accommodate more rea
s
s

,

f

ct

-

o

.

g

stochastic loss guaranteed contracts, such as a contr
defined as “the one-way packet loss rates at minute interva
are guaranteed to be less than 0.05% for 95% of the contract
durationT” (Bouras et al. 2002).

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have developed a two-component spot pricing framewo
for intra-domain expected bandwidth contracts with a los
based QoS guarantee. A nonlinear pricing scheme is us
in pricing for cost recovery. By constructing a state price
density for a representative provider, a utility based option
pricing approach is developed to price the risky aspects
the loss based QoS guarantee.

QoS delivery in the internet has an inherent risky na
ture. The options based pricing approach was introduced
capture the risky aspects in loss based QoS assured serv
The pricing approach described here can be applied to mo
complicated, stochastically defined loss assured contrac
In this article, the price is decided from the provider’s per
spective. A similar approach may also be used for penal
determination from the customer’s side.

Further research would also follow different method
by which QoS guarantees in the internet can be defined. T
options based pricing approach may be extended to cov
other aspects of QoS, for example, delay and delay-jitte
and the price interactions when multiple QoS guarantees a
present can be investigated. Forward contracts may be d
veloped based on the spot pricing framework described he
Methods will need to be developed to use the spot pricin
framework at an access/exchange point of the network
create inter-domain contracts.
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